












VINCER-05

VINCER-10/16



VINCER-30/60

VINCER-125/250/400



life.

wire that are not allowed to be used.

The actuator should be in protection box in the environment of long-term with the splash of rain, material and direct sunlight.
Please reserve space for controller, manual operation.



Turn the valve to full opening position by hand.
Loosen the screw of travel block and turn the block to drive the travel switch, then 

The way of adjustment full opening position is the same as above.

Use hand shank to drive the valve to the position it need.
Loosen the screw of travel block and turn the travel block to drive sensitive switch,then set screw.

Put one probe of multimeter to one potentiometer termina, the other probe to another terminal,then rotate potentiometer gear and see 

Loosen the nut and turn the adjusting screw to touch the mechanica imit location block, then turn the adjusting screw a half turn back, 
set nut.



actuator and valve are working normally.

When the operation of the valve is scarce, drive the machine regularly to check for abnormalities. 



Not plugged in

The wire is broken and the connector 
is disconnected from the terminal

The power supply voltage is not right 
or the voltage is too low

Overheat protector action

The operation of the limit switch is not good

Poor start-up operation

Poor operation of the limit switch

Poor adjustment of the stopper

There is an interfering signal 
in the signal source

Loose distributor gear or opening gear

Plug it in

the sturdy terminals correctly

and check if the valve switch is normal

to replace the capacitor

readjustment

The motor does not start

The switch indicator is not on

The switch keeps 
changing back and forth
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